Peer Critique
Person you are evaluating ____________________ You’re name___________________
Circle one description under each category that describes their presentation...
Layout
Discussion of
Hidden self:
Creativity:
includes:
what particular Covered
Color, Concept,
Individual areas objects mean
inclusive to get
Complete
Individual
and their
to know the
labels
significance
person

Each area was
clearly marked
with separation
and labels.

Objects were
clearly explained
along with the
significance.
Excellent 5

Hidden area was
completely
covered. You felt
you learned a
good deal about
the person
Excellent 5

Most of the
objects were
clearly explained
along with the
significance.
Good 4

Hidden area was
partially
uncovered but
you got a good
sense of the
person.
Good 4
Hidden area was
uncovered, but
you learned some
facts.
Average 3

Excellent 5

Most of the areas
were clearly
marked with
separation and
labels.
Good 4
Labels were
small and little
separation.

Objects were
explained but no
significance

Average 3

Average 3

Separation was
clear, but no
labels.

Objects were just
shown.

Below average
2
No separation or
labels

Below average
2
No discussion of
any kind

Hidden area was
uncovered and
they showed the
items.
Below average 2

Great color,
original concept
and 85%-100
covered.

Excellent 5
Good color, good
concept 75-84%
covered.

Good 4
Average color,
average concept
60-74% covered.
Average 3

Delivery:
Eye contact,
vocal qualities,
Conversation
model.

85-100% eye
contact,
enthusiast
delivery, 5 parts
of conversational
model.
Excellent 5
75-84% eye
contact, 50-50
enthusiasm, gave
intro, body, with
conclusion.
Good 4

Few colors ok
concept, less
than 50% board
covered.

60-74% eye
contact,
monotone
delivery, only
intro and the
body. Average 3
50-59% eye
contact, low
volume, just
covered body.

Below average 2

Below average 2

Hidden self had
1-2 items per
Read with no
no item shown at category in box
enthusiasm and
all.
category.
no structure.
Poor 1
Poor 1
Poor 1
Poor 1
Poor 1
What was the best quality of the entire presentation?____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What did you learn about the person?________________________________________________

What suggestions would you make?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

